Deep learning based on convolutional neural network (CNN) has shown promising results in various vision-based applications, recently also in camera-based vital signs monitoring. The CNN-based Photoplethysmography (PPG) extraction has, so far, been focused on performance rather than understanding. In this paper, we try to answer 4 questions with experiments aiming at improving our understanding of this methodology as it gains popularity. We conclude that the network exploits the blood absorption color variance to extract the physiological signals, and that the choice and parameters (phase, spectral content, etc.) of the reference-signal may be more critical than anticipated. Furthermore, we conclude that the availability of multiple convolutional kernels in the skin-region is necessary for the method to arrive at a flexible channel combination through the spatial operation, but does not provide the same advantages as a multi-site measurement with a knowledge based PPG extraction method. Finally, we show that a hybrid of knowledge based color-channel combination (pre-processing) and CNN is possible and enables an improved motion robustness.
Introduction
Remote Photoplethysmography (remote-PPG) is a contactless way to measure human cardiovascular activity by measuring the reflection variations of the skin registered by a video camera [1] . Over the last decade, various remote-PPG methods [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] have been proposed for PPG-signal extraction. The methods differ in their choice of assumptions [2] [3] [4] [5] and use of handcrafted features (e.g. projected color features of CHROM [4] and POS [5] ), while these choices affect their robustness with respect to illumination variations and subject motion.
Recently, the success of deep convolutional neural network (CNN) methods that automatically learn relevant features from images/videos in various applications has inspired researchers to attempt CNN based remote-PPG extraction [8] [9] [10] [11] . Chen and McDuff [8] proposed a convolutional attention network consisting of a "normalized frame difference (AC/DC) model" (Since we find that the AC/DC model focus on the PPG origin not only the motion in the section 4, we call it as AC/DC model rather than motion model defined by [8] .) and an "appearance model" to extract the PPG signal from a video. The appearance model learns to find the skin region-of-interest (RoI), while a parallel path using DC-normalized frame-differences of the RoI learns, with the derivative of a finger oximeter-signal used as a reference, to extract the PPGsignal. SynRhythm [9] is a general-to-specific transfer learning method. The authors directly convert the spatial-temporal features into heart rate based on the pre-trained network [12] . The HR-CNN [10] consists of Extractor CNN and HR estimator CNN with different loss functions to predict the heart rate, rather than the PPG signal. PhysNet [11] is a 3D CNN which learns the temporal and spatial context features of face sequences simultaneously to extract PPG signal and then measures heart rate variability from PPG signal.
The benefit of CNN shown in various applications is that it enables good results without need for the designer to analyze the problem in depth. The result, however, is a black box, which apparently performs the task it has been trained for. Since it is unclear how these results have been achieved, it is hard to predict the limitations of the system and to guarantee a proper training. We consider the results from CNN-based remote-PPG extraction interesting, but the lack of understanding may prevent further improvements and proof problematic for future healthcare applications. Hence, our paper aims at trying to understand the essence that the network has learned and find its limitations when designing such a system. We do so by posing four questions, and design four experiments to answer them. The first question we try to answer is whether CNN extracts the pulse from skin absorption variations due to blood volume changes (PPG origin [4] [5] [6] [7] ), or from balistocardiographic motion caused by blood pulsation (BCG origin [13] ), or a combination of both. The understanding to this origin is crucial, since only if the CNN learns blood-volume changes, additional vital sign measurements [14, 15] , e.g. SpO 2 , will be possible. Thus the first question is: Does CNN learns PPG, BCG, or a combination of both?
The second question we aim to answer is regarding the reference PPG sensor (finger oximeter) used for CNN training. The relevance, here, is that the camera PPG signal measured from the face has a physiological delay as compared to the reference PPG signal measured from the finger. The pulse transit time from finger to face leads to the phase-shift between PPG signal extracted from finger oximeter and camera. Thus the second question is: Can the finger oximeter be directly used as the reference for CNN training?
The third question we intend to address is whether the appearance of the skin affects the performance of CNN. The relevance of this question is that conventional remote-PPG methods are often used to extract the signal from the face, but they equally work on other body parts that show pulsatile information (e.g. palm) or a small fragment of the face. The principles of the existing remote-PPG methods are generic and not limited to skin appearance. If CNN learns the distribution of the PPG-strength over the average face (similar to PPG imaging), it will be difficult to generalize to other body-parts that have not been trained. Thus the third question is: Does CNN learns the spatial context information of the measured skin?
The final question concerns the expected motion robustness. We hypothesize that motion robustness can only be achieved by the projection of the camera color signal onto a direction that is orthogonal to the motion-induced distortions (i.e. maximally 2 distortions for 3 color channels) [16] . The coefficients that define this projection direction will depend on the current distortions. Such flexibility of CNN is only possible if there are different paths that can be combined adaptively. The final question, therefore, is: Is CNN robust to motion and how is this motion-robustness achieved?
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the methodology of CNN-based PPG extraction. In Section 3, four experiments are designed to answer the above questions. In Section 4, we discuss experimental results. Finally, in Section 5, we draw our conclusions.
Methods
In this section, we introduce the CNN model used for PPG measurement and its settings. The workflow of CNN is shown in Fig. 1 , and the components (e.g. input data, training label, and architecture) are introduced in following subsections.
The CNN training and testing input
Since we adopt the CNN model of [8] for our investigation, the input of CNN (both training and testing) remains the same as [8] , i.e the DC-normalized pixel difference between two consecutive frames in an image sequence (see Fig. 1 ). The reason why the temporally normalized (AC/DC) image difference is used has been explained in [17] . It eliminates the dependency on the DC color of skin and illumination intensity, thus allows CNN to learn the characteristic AC/DC time-variations of the skin-reflectance.
The CNN training label
The label used for CNN training is the differential PPG signal that corresponds to the input of temporally normalized image difference. Both represent the derivative information. In this work, we use the PPG signal extracted by POS [5] as the reference for training rather than the PPG signal measured by finger oximeter. The reason is that the POS signal is measured from the same video data (e.g. skin pixels of a face), which does not have the physiological delay as the PPG signal measured at finger (due to pulse transit time). The training label and video data are therefore fully aligned in time. We mention that the reason of choosing POS for creating training label set is that it shows general robustness under different circumstances and its performance has been reproduced by various works [11, 16, 18] , although other motion-robust methods could have been used equally.
The CNN architecture
The architecture of CNN is shown in Fig. 1 . We create an "AC/DC model" that is similar to [8] to learn the mapping between temporally normalized image difference and training label. Since the focus of this paper is to understand the principle of CNN-based PPG signal extraction, we do not use the "attention model" used by [8] that plays as auxiliary role in finding the skin RoI (e.g. face). The "attention model" is useful for improving the robustness of measurement, but not essential for us to answer the questions regarding the PPG extraction. Therefore, it is eliminated for our investigation, in order to objectively show the performance of CNN-based PPG signal extraction, but not CNN-based skin detection. To ensure that CNN learns the skin pixel color changes, we manually crop the face area and use it as the input.
Our CNN architecture contains ten convolutional layers. The size of the used convolutional kernel is 3 × 3. After each two convolutional layers, average pooling layer with 2 × 2 kernel is inserted, followed by a dropout layer to prevent overfitting. The activation function is hyperbolic tangent (tanh), which follows the convolutional layer. Similar to other CNN regression tasks [8] , the Euclidean distance is used as the loss function to measure the difference between the fullyconnected layer and label (i.e. differential PPG signal) for minimization. During the training process, the size of the temporally normalized image is 64 × 64 (i.e. with only the subject face), and the batch size is set to 32. The Adadelta is used and its optimizer parameters are set according to [19] .
Experiments

Video dataset
• HNU dataset. The HNU dataset contains a total number of 26 videos sequences recorded on 26 participants (19 males and 7 females, aged between 23 to 26 years old) with skin-type III according to the Fitzpatrick scale. Informed consent was obtained from each subject, and the study was approved by Hunan University. During the recording, the subject sits still in front of the camera with his/her face captured by a regular RGB camera (Global shutter RGB CMOS camera USB M2ST036-H from Shenzhen city Shen Technology Co. Ltd.) for one minute recording. The video is saved in the BMP format (480×320 pixels, 8-bit depth) and constant frame rate at 20 frames per second (fps).
• PURE dataset. Pulse Rate Detection Dataset (PURE) [20] consists of subjects (8 males and 2 females) performing six types of head motion (e.g. steady, talking, slow translation of head, fast translation of head, small rotation of head, and medium rotation of head) in front of the camera. In total 59 videos sequences are captured by an eco274CVGE camera at 30 fps with a cropped image resolution of 640×480 pixels and 8-bit depth (The dataset does not provide the video recording subject 6 with taking). Each video is recorded in one minute duration and saved in the PNG format. The ground truth is the contact-based PPG signal sampled by a finger pulse oximeter (pulox CMS50E) with a sampling rate at 60 Hz. A request form is permitted by the owner of PURE dataset.
Evaluation metrics
We use two metrics to evaluate the performance of CNN-based PPG extraction.
• Root-Mean-Square Error The Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) is used to measure the difference between the pulse rate obtained by CNN and the reference PPG sensor. A sliding window (256 samples window length, 1 sample sliding step) is used to derive the CNN-based PPG-rate trace and reference PPG-rate trace based on the input PPG signal. The PPG rate is estimated in the frequency domain by using the index of the maximum frequency peak between [40, 240] beats per minute (bpm). The RMSE is calculated based on the long-term PPG-rate trace.
• Measurement coverage It refers to the percentage of video frames where the absolute difference between the CNN-based PPG-rate and reference PPG-rate is smaller than 3 bpm.
Benchmark protocols
To answer the four questions we proposed in the introduction, we design four experiments accordingly, described as follows. The HNU dataset is divided into six groups, per group has four videos. All the below experiments are trained on the concatenated five groups and tested on one group.
• Experiment on the measurement origin of CNN This experiment aims at answering the first question whether CNN extracts the PPG, BCG, or a combination of both. Since the PPG source (i.e. blood absorption variation) is wavelength dependent, different wavelength channels of an RGB camera contain different relative pulsatile strength (AC/DC), i.e. the G channel has the strongest pulsatility, followed by the B channel and R channel. This color characteristic has been exploited by the knowledge-based algorithms for PPG extraction [4, 5] . In contrast, the BCG source (i.e. head motion) is not wavelength dependent. To verify whether CNN learns PPG, we use the channel order of R-G-B for CNN training and the channel order of R-B-G and B-G-R for CNN testing. If CNN learns PPG, the changed channel order will fail to extract the PPG signal. If CNN learns BCG, the channel order change will not influence the extraction. For further proof, we train and test the CNN using the video data with only the R channels (R-R-R) and G channels (G-G-G). Since the G and R channels have strong amplitude contrast in terms of PPG but not BCG, the CNN trained on G-G-G will not differ from that trained on R-R-R if it only learns the BCG motion.
• Experiment on the training reference of CNN This experiment is to understand whether the physiological delay (due to pulse transit time) between the reference finger-PPG signal and camera PPG signal measured from face is critical for CNN training. To this end, we deterministically simulate different phase delays between both signals input for training. Specifically, we define 6 phase delays ranging from 0 degree to 180 degrees with an interval of 30 degrees distance by modifying the phase of the reference PPG signal (POS signal measured from video) using Hilbert transform. Hence, the CNN has been trained on 6 types of reference labels (with different phases w.r.t. the video content) given the same video input. Additionally, we train PURE dataset on four kinds of reference labels to investigate the actual influence of physiological delay caused by finger oximeter. Five subjects in PURE dataset are used as training data and the rest of subjects are used as test data. The ground truth of PURE dataset is the contact-based PPG signal sampled by a finger pulse oximeter. So we train PURE dataset on the ground truth (called Finger-PPG) as a default setting. For the second test, we use the camera-PPG signal extracted by POS as the reference label to train the CNN (called Camera-PPG). The reason why we used PPG signal extracted by POS as reference has been explained in section 2 (i.e. no physiological delay). For the third test, we eliminate the phase shift between finger-PPG signal and camera-PPG signal to align finger-PPG signal with the video by using Hilbert transform (called Phase corrected finger-PPG). And we use the phase corrected finger-PPG signal as the reference label to train CNN. Since the principal of finger-PPG signal extraction (transmission) and camera-PPG signal extraction (skin-reflectance) is different, the morphology of camera-PPG signal and finger-PPG signal is not similar, i.e. the finger-PPG signal has more high-frequency harmonics than camera-PPG signal. Therefore, for the last test, a bandpass filter with low frequency of 0.7 Hz and high frequency of 3 Hz is applied to the phase corrected finger-PPG signal to eliminate the high-frequency harmonics (called Phase corrected and filtered finger-PPG). And we train CNN by using phase corrected and filtered finger-PPG signal as the reference label to explore whether the difference of waveform will influence the CNN training.
• Experiment on the spatial context learning of CNN Since the spatial context information is eliminated when using the normalized frame difference (AC/DC) as the input for CNN training and testing, we doubt whether the operation of spatial convolution that aims at combining different spatial context is still essential for the network. Thus we test different image resolutions (with different level of details of spatial context). By default, the input image resolution for CNN Fig,2 ). We stress that although the input image resolutions are eventually the same, their spatial context information are very different. Moreover, we rotate the test image data by 90 degrees and 180 degrees, respectively, to see whether such dramatic changes on spatial context will influence the extraction performance.
• Experiment on the motion robustness of CNN This experiment explores the motionrobustness of CNN-based PPG signal extraction. To this end, we add random Gaussian noise perturbations in the training data to deterministically simulate the motion-induced intensity variations, i.e. the noise has equal amplitude variations in R-G-B channels (e.g. motion-induced intensity variations are not wavelength dependent [5] ). We use a mixture of clean video data and noise-perturbed video data for training (called CNN+Noise). To avoid overfitting on the noise characteristics (e.g. random Gaussian) used for training, we add periodic noise perturbations in the test data for validation, which has the same gain in R-G-B channels but with different waveform. Since the periodic noise has a peaked spectrum in the frequency domain (designed to be outside the heart-rate band [40, 240] bpm), we can easily justify whether CNN can eliminate such noise. Additionally, we test the CNN (trained on HNU dataset) on PURE dataset as the cross validation to see whether CNN can generalize its performance to a different dataset made by different type of cameras in different conditions, i.e. the camera configuration (e.g. sampling rate) of PURE dataset is different from that of HNU dataset.
Results and discussion
In this section, we show the results of four experiments and analyse them.
• Experiment on the measurement origin of CNN Fig. 3 shows that the test data with the R-B-G channel order has larger RMSE than that with the R-G-B or B-G-R channel order. The measurement coverage of the test data with the R-B-G channel order (i.e. swap the G and B channel) is lower than 40%. The RMSE obtained on the test data with the G-G-G setting is much smaller than that with the R-R-R setting. This is because that the G channel contains most pulsatile information (strong PPG component), whereas the R channel has much lower pulsatile amplitude. These results suggest that the PPG extraction of CNN is affected by the wavelength channel order learned during the training phase. It actually learns the wavelength-dependent characteristics of blood absorption variation and thus we expect that it measures the PPG signal, and not only the BCG-motion induced intensity changes as claimed by the motion magnification work [13] .
• Experiment on the training reference of CNN Fig. 4 (a) shows that the RMSE and measurement coverage varies with different phase delays. The RMSE increases with the phase increase of the label till reaching the maximum at 90 degrees of phase delay. After that, the RMSE decreases from 90 degrees to 180 degrees of the phase delay. During the phase variation process, the measurement coverage is the smallest at 90 degrees of the phase delay. The RMSE and measurement coverage of CNN trained on the label without phase delay is similar to that trained on the label with 180 degrees of phase delay (with the opposite sign). The CNN test gives sign-flipped pulse signal but it does not cause a difference for rate calculation. Fig. 4 (b) shows that the RMSE of Finger-PPG is the largest and the measurement coverage of that is the smallest, which indicates that the physiological delay between the reference finger oximeter and video fails CNN-based PPG extraction. And the RMSE of Camera-PPG, Phase corrected finger-PPG are smaller than Finger-PPG. This is because that the physiological delay between the reference finger oximeter and video data is eliminated. However, the RMSE of Phase corrected finger-PPG is larger than Camera-PPG (as shown in Fig. 4 (b) ). It is due to the high-frequency harmonics of Phase corrected finger-PPG. When the high-frequency harmonics of Phase corrected finger-PPG are eliminated by the bandpass filter, the RMSE of Phase corrected and filtered finger-PPG decreases. These results suggest that if there is a physiological delay between the reference finger oximeter and video data, the CNN training may not learn the correct match between the video content (e.g. skin color changes) and reference PPG (i.e. inaccurate training due to signal phase shift). Moreover, the different morphology of PPG signal will influence the CNN training.
• Experiment on the spatial context learning of CNN Fig. 5 (a) shows that different image resolutions cause small fluctuations in RMSE, except group 5. Although the measurement coverage varies with different image resolutions, the smallest measurement coverage in group 5 trained on the resolution of 50 × 50 pixels is still larger than 92%. The RMSE of CNN trained by the resolution of 1 × 1 pixel is smaller than other settings, which is a functional setting. It contains no spatial context information. Since the initial weights of convolutional layer is uniform distribution (xavier), the parameters CNN learned from the image with 1 × 1 pixel will be different rather than the same value. The diverse weights of different convolutional kernels learned on CNN demonstrates that the spatial operation provide flexible paths to combine the channel (as shown in Fig. 6 (a) ). Therefore, the spatial operation for the image resolutions of 1 × 1 pixel only arrives at a flexible color-channel combination. When the spatial context information is dramatically changed by rotating the image 90 degrees and 180 degrees respectively, the variance of RMSE is less than 0.8 bpm and the variance of measurement coverage of CNN is less than 6%. This indicates that spatial context is not exploited. Besides, we show the features extracted from CNN by using different input images in Fig. 7 . The features of original image indicate that CNN learns to extract the PPG signal from the cheeks, while the features of AC/DC image are not obvious. This is because the spatial context information has been eliminated when the input is AC/DC image. These results suggest that the use of DC-normalized temporal frame difference as the input for CNN has no spatial context information, therefore the powerful operation of spatial convolution of CNN that aims at combining spatial contextual features is useless. But it still has benefits, the benefits is from the different channel combination weights for different spatial locations that enables the freedom of local projection.
We even show that CNN trained on the frontal face can be used to extract the PPG signal from other body parts ( Fig. 7 (c) ) (e.g. palm, side-view face). It suggests that spatial context information is not important for CNN given the input of DC-normalized frame difference. The training on different objects does not make a major difference, thus the convolution operation is less interesting here. This confirms our expectation that spatial redundancy of the PPGmeasurements is not exploited by CNN, but rather allows flexible combination of pixels with different color-channel combination weights. In knowledge-based PPG-extraction methods [4, 5, 7] , this flexibility is available without training and the performance dose not depend on the training data. Thus, compared with the CNN-based PPG extraction, it is simpler, faster and computationally more efficient. • Experiment on the motion robustness of CNN Fig. 8 shows that the RMSE of CNN trained on clean videos and tested on noisy videos is larger than 4 bpm and the smallest measurement coverage is close to 0%, which suggests that the convolution kernels of CNN learned from the clean videos can not offer flexible projections to the motion-induced distortions existing in the noisy videos. However, the RMSE of CNN+Noise is smaller and the measurement coverage is close to 100%. This is because the CNN+Noise is trained on clean video data and noiseperturbed video data. It can distinguish the intensity variations caused by blood absorption and motion.
Inspired by the existing knowledge-based method (POS) that projects a three-channel (RGB) image on the plane orthogonal to [1, 1, 1] to create a two-channel image for PPG extraction [5] , we use this prior knowledge for CNN to reduce the number of parameters need to be learned, and see whether the combination of CNN and prior knowledge can improve the performance of CNN. Before input into CNN, the normalized image difference from clean video is projected onto a plane defined by POS (called CNN+POS). As input are two-channel images, we change the channel number (three channels) of first convolutional layer in CNN into two channels. In Fig. 9 , the RMSE of CNN+POS is smaller than CNN and CNN+Noise. This is because the periodic noise in the video is the intensity variation noise on [1, 1, 1] direction. POS projection can eliminate such distortion.
Since the two projection axes defined by POS give two inphase projected signals [5] , POS adds the two inphase signals to boost the pulsatility of two projected signals. If CNN+POS can eliminate the intensity variation noise (as shown in Fig. 8 ), it should learn the similar combination of two projected signals defined by POS. To validate this hypothesis, we show the distribution of CNN+POS kernels in the first convolutional layer in Fig. 6 (b) . Most of weights from channel 1 have the same sign as that from channel 2 in CNN+POS. Since the direction of two projection axes in CHROM is different from that in POS, and the two projected signals are antiphase [4] . CHROM subtracts the two antiphase signals to strengthen the pulsatile components. If the prior knowledge based CNN learns similar channel combination used in knowledge based methods, it should be able to learn the difference between POS and CHROM in channel combination. Therefore, for further verification, we project the normalized image difference from clean videos onto the specular reflection direction defined by CHROM [4] and train the CHROM-projection image (called CNN+CHROM). In Fig. 6 (c) , the sign of weights from channel 1 and channel 2 is opposite in CNN+CHROM. These results suggest that the prior knowledge based CNN indeed learns the internal relationship between the projected channels defined by POS and CHROM and the relationship is associated with the relative PPG strength between the projected channels.
In order to explore whether the prior knowledge based CNN (CNN+POS, CNN+CHROM) is better than pure CNN on realistic data, we test the challenging dataset (PURE dataset) based on two different training dataset. Firstly, we train CNN, CNN+POS, CNN+CHROM on simple dataset with stationary subject (HNU dataset) and test on the challenging dataset (PURE dataset) with six kinds of head motion. Secondly, the PURE dataset is divided into two group, and each group contains five subjects. We train the CNN, CNN+POS, CNN+CHROM on one group and test on the other group, respectively. Fig. 9 (a) shows CNN-based PPG extraction framework trained by HNU dataset can be used to extract the PPG signal from PURE dataset, which indicates that CNN-based PPG extraction framework has less sensitivity to the training dataset. Besides, the RMSE of CNN+POS is smaller than CNN on the test videos recording different motion of subjects (as shown in Fig. 9 ). These results show that CNN+POS can make use of prior knowledge to achieve an improved motion robustness. However, in Fig. 9 , the RMSE of CNN+CHROM is larger than CNN+POS and CNN. This is because CHROM defines projection plane orthogonal to the specular distortion. When the actual direction of the specular distortion is different from the direction of the specular distortion assumed in CHROM [5] , CNN+CHROM may perform worse than CNN and CNN+POS.
However, most current CNN-based PPG extraction methods compare the prior knowledge based methods (POS, CHROM) by the signal extracted from whole face and ignore the fact that CNN uses an image sensor to extract the signal. We consider a fair comparison would be between CNN and a fully-fledged POS/CHROM system which uses the spatial redundancy to extract the signal locally and then combine the signal globally. Fig. 10 (a) shows the generalization ability of CNN. Although the CNN is trained on HNU dataset, it can still extract the PPG signal from the videos in PURE dataset. In Fig. 10 (a) , the RMSE of CNN tested on the videos recorded the fast translation of subject is largest, which means the CNN (trained on clean videos) is sensitive to the larger scale rigid motion. And the larger RMSE and smaller measurement coverage of CNN tested on the R-B-G channel order demonstrates that the CNN measures the PPG. The variance of RMSE and measurement coverage of CNN trained on reference with different phase delays validates that the phase delays of reference will affect the performance of CNN (as shown in Fig. 10 (b) ). Fig. 11 (a)-(b) show that the RMSE and measurement coverage of CNN is not altered by the different image resolutions and spatial contextual information.
These results demonstrate that CNN works (indeed learns PPG but not only BCG) and the performance of CNN can be reproduced (depends on dataset and CNN architecture), but its understanding need to be improved, i.e. not only how it works but also why it works. And the physiological delay of the PPG reference should be carefully considered when using finger oximeter to acquire the training label. The CNN (especially the spatial convolution for DCfree image input) does work as it supposed to be, spatial contextual combination is much less important than channel combination. The flexible channel combination offers diverse projected planes for CNN to extract the PPG signal.
Conclusions
In this paper, we used experiments to answer various questions to improve our understanding of CNN-based remote-PPG. From these experiments, we conclude that the network exploits the blood absorption color variance to extract the physiological signals and not just the balistocardiographic motion of the subject. We further find, that the choice and parameters (phase, spectral content, etc.) of the reference-signal may be more critical than anticipated. We could also conclude that the availability of multiple convolutional kernels in the skin region is necessary for the method to arrive at a flexible color-channel combination through the spatial operation, but does not provide the same advantages as a multi-site measurement with a knowledge-based PPG extraction method. Finally, we show that a hybrid of knowledge-based color-channel combination (pre-processing) and CNN is possible and enables motion robustness with a reduced channel-number, i.e. complexity, of the CNN. We expect the understanding gained from our experiments to help the scientific community to further improve the performance of CNN-based remote-PPG.
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